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AUSTRALIANS AND OTHER STATISTICIANS I'VE MET
THROUGH 40 YEARS1
BY
SVEIN NORDBOTTEN

August 6, 1993, my wife and I, both professors on sabbatical leave from the University of Bergen, Norway, left home with our 11 year son on a one year around the world travel. Most of the
time we will be spending at the University of Hawaii with which we have been co-operating for
some time. To and from Hawaii, we try to visit some of our old friends and colleagues. I have divided most of my professional attention since the beginning of the 1950's between statistics and
computers, and some of the visits are therefore with statistical agencies.
Back in 1967,1 stayed with the Australian Bureau of Statistics for some weeks and have had the
pleasure to meet and keep in touch with a number of its staff since. I was kindly invited to re-visit
ABS in August this year. Besides a number of useful meetings with present staff members, Mr.
Ian Castle, the Australian Statistician, invited my wife and me to meet some of our old statistical
friends. This gave me an opportunity to recollect a number of the Australian and other statisticians I have met during more than 40 years.
Modern statistical survey methodology has its origin in the US Bureau of Census. My devotion to
official statistics started in 1953 with a programme for civil servants between my country and
USA. One of the agencies I visited was the Census Bureau. Morris Hansen and William Hurwitz
had made their names known world-wide by extending and taking into use modern survey methods. For a young statistician, the opportunity to work with statisticians as Hansen and Hurwitz
was a great inspiration. Outside the Census Bureau, Deming and Cochrane played important
roles in the promotion of scientific survey methodology.
At that time, one of the first commercially produced UNTVAC computers was installed in the
Census Bureau. One of the key people in the development of new methods for applying computers in census and survey work was Joseph Daly. He gave me my first lessons in machine coding. I
had a close co-operation with Joe for a number of years including an extended stay in the Census
Bureau in 1964. I have had opportunities to visit the US Bureau of Census a number of times and
shall never forget the kind receptions Ross Eckler, Deputy and later Director of the Census Bureau, always gave me.
1 Based on a speech given at a dinner in Canberra August 11, 1993.
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The International Statistical Institute has meant much to many statisticians, and for me. I was introduced to ISI by the Norwegian Chief Statistician and good friend, Fetter Jakob Bjerve, presented my first invited paper on statistical data processing to a session in Paris about 1960 and
became an elected member in 1964. For a number of the members of ISI, Bart Lunenberg, Director of the ISI Permanent Office in The Hague, personified the Institute. Both during and between sessions a statistician meets and befriends a number of colleagues. One of the first I was
introduced to and who invited me to visit his office was Sir Harry Campion, Director of the UK
Central Statistical Office, one of the most influencial official statisticians through a number of
years. I had the honour to meet him and enjoy his friendliness in many occassions. The sessions
of ISI have been a fantastic opportunity to meet and learn from prominent statisticians working
in a wide range of field in theoretical, methodological and applied statistics. For me the 1993
Session in Florence is the third I have missed since I started to attend the sessions around 1960.
Colleagues I met also invited me to come and work at their agencies for extended periods of time.
During the 1960's and for more than a decade, I had the opportunity to work very close with Ingvar Ohlsson, Director General of the Central Bureau of Statistics as the name was then, and observe how that agency developed to the modern Statistics Sweden. One of the young staff
members of this agency, then preparing for his Ph.D., was Bo Sundgren, originator of the conceptual statistical meta data systems. In Canada, Walter Duffett was Dominion Statistician,
Simon Goldberg one of his Deputies, and Ivan Fellegi working on methodology during the 1960's.
I was invited to work with them from about 1966. Walter Duffet was a very friendly person, and
many visitors have pleasant memories from visits to his family cottage outside Ottawa. Also to
this Bureau I returned a number of times as a consultant, and learned how the present Statistics
Canada headed by Ivan Fellegi started out to become one of the leading agencies among the national statistical bureaus.
I spent Jury 1967 in Ottawa, and had been invited to present a paper at the 36th Session of ISI in
Sydney, but had no travel funds. Keith Archer, whom I had the great pleasure to meet at the recent dinner mentioned above, was then the Australian Statistician and Chairman of the Organizing
Committee for the 36th Session. He kindly invited me to come to ABS for a couple of weeks
ahead of the Sydney meeting, and that solved my travel funding. I stayed at the Hotel Canberra
and walked over to the old bureau buildings in a few minutes. In ABS I met Digby Pridmore,
whom I knew well from previous computer discussions, Frank Horner, John Carrell, Ron Fergie,
Jack O'Neill and many other statisticians. Some of these old friends I had an opportunity to talk to
again during this visit.
The 36th Session of ISI took place in Sydney. I was invited to present a paper on Purposes, Problems and Ideas Related to Statistical File Systems. This was a subject which statisticians were intensively discussing those days. I find it quite interesting to re-read some of the papers taking
into account that they were presented a number of years before the relational data model was
launched by Codd in the beginning of the 1970's.
The 36th Session was not only professional work. Quite many social and sightseeing activities
took place. I still smile when I remember how Jack O'Neill gave me a very good view of Sydney
by bringing me up to the top of one of the high-rise buildings under construction in the city. He
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acted as he was the entrepreneur himself. Nobody dared to stop us when Jack O'Neill lead the
way to the provisional elevator with his walking stick. The 36th was one of the most memorable
ISI sessions I have attended.
A statistician of modern times cannot avoid the international organizations as UN and its regional
commissions, the World Bank and the UN specialized agencies OECD, EUROSTAT, etc. The
formalities of these organizations may be boring, but they also provide opportunities to meet and
keep in touch with colleagues and friends all over the world. I have myself worked as a consultant with ECE in Greneva, EGA in Addis Abeba, FAO in Rome and the UN in New York. In New
York I had the pleasure to head the UN Statistical Office as its Director for some years and met
with a number of interesting statisticians, many of who became lifetime friends. Jean-Lois Ripert,
previous head of INSEE in France, was then Under-Secretary General for the Department of Social and Economic Affairs of which the Statistical Office was a part. Simon Goldberg, my predecessor as Director of UNSO and an old friend from Canada, continued as head of the National
Household Survey Capability Programme within UNSO. Among visitors at that time to UNSO
were Claus Moser and John Boreham, both previous Directors of the UK Central Statistical Office, Tom Linehan, Director of the Central Statistical Office in Dublin, Barrie Davies, previous
Director of the ECE Statistical Division, Edmund Malinvaud, Director General of INSEE, Joseph
Duncan, Chief Statistician in US Office of Mangagement and Budget, Vera Nyitrai, President of
the Hungarian Statistical Office, Mikhail Korolev, Vice President of the USSR Statistcal Office,
and many other people who attended the meetings of the Statistical Commission and have played
important roles in official statistics.
Several Australians served in the office during my tenure. I would before any other like to mention Jim Barratt. We became neighbours in Larchmont outside New York. During our recent
visit to Australia, Judy and Jim were our good hosts in Canberra and guides all the way up to
Sydney by car. Other Australians serving at the UNSO were Richard Roberts, still serving in the
UN, and Hugh Brophie now retired in Northern Australia. Australians also came to the Statistical Office as consultants during my tenure. Among these I would like to mention Ken Foreman,
a friend from 1967, and the important work he did for UNSO as a consultant in the early 1980's.
The service in UNSO also required attendance in meetings. During a meeting of the Commonwealth Statisticians in Kenya, I met more Australians. My wife and I have pleasant memories
from having Roy Cameron, then Australian Statistician, and Rob Edwards as "hut neighbours' far
out in a bush resort north of Nairobi in 1981.
I left UNSO in 1982 and returned to my chair at the University of Bergen. My statistical life became concentrated to ISI and its associations, with ad hoc consulting work for national and international statistical agencies. In the International Association for Statistical Computing, for
which I served one term as President, I met Ivor Francis, Mervin Muller and (?) Wilkinson who
all had strong influence on the development of that organization. In the International Statistical
Institute, I also served as Vice President for one term. From the 1980^/90 term at the ISI Executive Committee I particularly recall Gunnar Kulldorf, President of ISI, Denise Lievesley, Director
of ISI Permanent Office, and Frederick Mosteller, President-Elect of ISI, with all I had a close
co-operation. At this time I got acquainted with the present Australian Statistician, Ian Castle
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during an ISI session in Cairo. Among other Australian statisticians I met during this term was
Christopher Heyde and Dennis Trewin.
I would like to use this opportunity to thank the Australian Bureau of Statistics for inviting me to
visit again. Thanks also to all previous and present staff whom I met for spending so much of
their busy time with my wife and me. We have made a new set of friends with whom we hope to
meet in the years to come. From what I have observed during my visit, I am convinced that the
Australian statisticians will continue to give important statistical information about their country
and contribute to improved in statistical methodology.
Finally, I would send my best greetings to Jack O'Neill and Digby Pridmore whom I did not meet
during this visit. Perhaps we will meet during my next visit?
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